Methodology
To better understand the digital landscape of Australian local government, we assessed the website
Homepages of all Australian councils against the following 10 criteria relating to discoverability of key
content, navigation best practices and compliance:
1 ) Quicklinks / Most popular pages
2 ) Employment / Jobs Information
3 ) Contact Information
4 ) Search
5 ) Live Support
6 ) Social Media
7 ) Central Navigation
8 ) Mobile Readiness
9 ) SEO
10 ) Accessibility
Why these 10 criteria only?
Whilst there are many more considerations other than those we have selected, the 10 criteria we selected
should be seen as a common foundation that can make or break a great website experience for site visitors.
To be clear, this report is not assessing the visual creativity of websites, and the branding elements of sites
have played no role in the rankings established. The entire assessment is based on how each council rated
across the 10 criteria as defined above and explained further in the report.
Why Homepage only?
First impressions are critical for the end users’ decision to stay on a website or leave, so the Homepage
becomes the most important page within your site. However, according to Google, for most sites 40% to
60% of visitors will leave the site without going any further than the Homepage.
Even for councils, which might have lower bounce rates, users will leave the site and instead contact
council over the phone or in-person if they cannot find what they are looking for straight away. This results
in increasing customer service costs, while decreasing customer satisfaction.
With this in mind, only the content and functionality that could be assessed on the Homepage was used for
this benchmarking report.

Key Findings
68% of Australian councils provide Quicklinks to their key services and content from the
Homepage. Not having well thought out Quicklinks increases customer service costs due to
website visitors contacting council over the phone or in person when they can’t find what they
are looking for online.
75% of Australian councils recognise the importance of the Employment page by providing
direct access to it from the Homepage. According to Seamless’ ‘Top Task 2013 – What Users
Are Doing On Council Websites’ Report, Employment pages drive up to 15% of all site page
views for council sites.
80% of Australian councils show Contact Information or a link to it in the header of the
Homepage. According to Seamless’ ‘Top Task 2013 – What Users Are Doing On Council
Websites’ Report, 10% of visitors will access the Contact Details page.
92% of Australian councils have search functionality in the Homepage, but predictive search is
still relatively young, with only 7% using this technology. As predictive search becomes more
commonplace in non-government sites, visitors will be expecting this capability on council
sites as well.
Only 2% of councils provide live customer support functionality within their website. The
councils that provided live support ranked higher overall across all other evaluation criteria,
suggesting that councils running live chat are more sophisticated in other digital initiatives too.
47% of councils provide links to engage with council through social media on the Homepage,
research suggests more councils in fact operate social media channels but do not link to them
from their Homepage.
Horizontal navigation menus are the preferred navigation method of 78% of council sites in
Australia, supporting user experience findings that demonstrate most people read left to right,
top to bottom.
17% of council sites now offer a responsive site experience to visitors. As the number of people
accessing sites from mobile devices rapidly grows, we expect to see more sites become
responsive during their next refresh.
The increasing sophistication of search engines and CMS technologies that publish council
sites mean that most councils rank highly in search results, however recent changes to Google
search algorithms will penalise websites that provide a cut-down mobile specific site instead of
a responsive one with full information.
The majority of Australian council sites showed a large number of accessibility errors, with the
poorest performers showing up to 670 accessibility fail-points. However, we should see a
significant improvement in accessibility ratings of council sites in light of the mandated Federal
Government WCAG 2.0 AA compliance deadline by the end of 2014.

1. Quicklinks / Most Popular Pages
Quicklinks or Most Popular Pages can be defined as any tools
that provide visitors to your site with easy access to council’s
key services, within a single click, directly from the
Homepage.
Quicklinks titles vary greatly from site to site, including
‘I Want To’ menus and Most Popular pages. Regardless of the
title, they were all considered for the assessment as long as
they contained some of the most common council services
such as payment of rates, building permit applications or
waste collection.

Our analysis shows that while 58% of council sites in
Australia have a Quicklinks list or menu at the top of the
Homepage, 10% will show them somewhere else within the
Homepage and a huge 32% still don’t provide any form of
direct access to key services or content from the Homepage.
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However, as we do not have access to the analytics for
individual sites, the relevance or accuracy of the links
contained within these menus was not part of the
assessment.
These are the three tiers against which Quicklinks were
graded:
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Fig. 1 Quicklinks grading distribution

Furthermore on average one can expect councils in NSW to
have a Quicklinks listing or menu on the primary real-estate
of the Homepage, while councils in QLD, VIC, SA, TAS, WA and
NT will have their Quicklinks below the primary real-estate on
the Homepage.
A great example of a site which clearly shows the most
popular pages at the top of the Homepage and which links
are highly consistent with users’ top tasks is Port
Macquarie-Hastings Council (PMHC) in NSW. The screenshot
below shows PMHC’s prominent blue top tasks menu which
gives visitors access to key council services within the
primary real-estate, regardless of which device website
visitors are viewing it from.

Quicklinks are an important part of the Homepage because
they give users direct access to the most popular content on
your site, and they are a way to highlight content and services
that might be in demand on a seasonal basis, that might be
relevant for short periods of time such as emergency alerts,
or a major consultation. The important thing to remember
with Quicklinks is to keep them constantly updated so they
stay relevant.

Fig. 2 Port Macquarie-Hastings Council – Key Tasks Menu

2. Jobs / Employment Information
Employment Information includes any links or shortcuts to
jobs, careers, positions vacant or vacancies.

The three grades in which Employment Information was
measured were:

In the ‘Top Task 2013 – What Users Are Doing On Council
Websites’ Report, Seamless found that Employment
Information was one of the top tasks for 95% of the
participant councils. In more recent research the Employment
page has proved to be one of the main drivers of traffic both
for urban and regional councils, in some cases shaping the
traffic of council site, as outlined below.
The first image shows the overall traffic of a regional
council’s website analytics, which spikes on Mondays and
Fridays every week. The second image shows the traffic to
the ‘Employment/Current Vacancies’ page which also spikes
every Monday and Friday. As Employment is the page
receiving most traffic (9.45% of all site traffic) after the
Homepage during that period, it is fair to assume that the
shape both graphs show is driven by the traffic to the
Employment page. It was then estimated that the proportion
of traffic the Employment page receives could increase up to
8% on Mondays and Fridays compared to the rest of the week.

The analysis shows that 55% of all council websites have a
link to their ‘Employment’ page at the top of the Homepage,
20% will provide access to it somewhere on the Homepage
and 25% of Australian councils have yet to provide a direct
link to their ‘Employment’ page from the Homepage.
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Fig. 3 All Site’s Traffic from April 2013 to April 2014
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Fig. 5 Employment information grading distribution

The averages by State show that the Northern Territory and
Tasmania are the most likely to have Employment Information
at the top of the Homepage, while NSW, QLD, VIC, SA and WA
will on average show Employment Information below the
primary real-estate of the Homepage.
As shown below, a good example of a council providing a
link to their Employment Information right at the top of the
page is the site of Warrnambool City Council.

Fig. 4 Employment Page Traffic from April 2013 to April 2014
Fig. 6 Warrnambool City Council – Top Navigation Menu

3. Contact Information
Contact Information includes any links, buttons or shortcuts
to council’s contact information. In some cases the contact
details, which usually include phone numbers and council
office address, are displayed in the Homepage itself.
In the ‘Top Task 2013 – What Users Are Doing On Council
Websites’ Report, Seamless found that ‘Contact Information’
was in the top 10 most viewed pages of every council that
participated in the report, and on average it accounted for
10% of the total page views to council sites.

Our research showed that 80% of all council websites have a
link to their ‘Contact Information’ page at the top of the
Homepage or their Contact details are displayed in the
primary real state of the page, 19% will show the Contact
Information somewhere on the Homepage, and only 1% of
councils does not include any mention of Contact Information
on their Homepage.
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Contact details are essential information that must be easy to
identify and be located on the primary real-estate of the
Homepage, however one should also question what might be
the cause of such high levels of traffic to this page.
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For example, it has been estimated that a huge 20% of
visitors to council sites will completely fail to achieve what
they set out to do, and another 20% will fail in part. When
these users cannot achieve the task they set out to do on
your site, they will try to contact council over the phone or in
person instead of online, which increases the cost of
customer service.
The three grades in which Contact Information was measured
were:
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Fig. 7 Contact information grading distribution

Consistent with the results shown above all averages by State
ranked as Commendation, thus it is most likely to find the
Contact Information at the top of the Homepage.
Good examples of council sites that show Contact
Information at the top of the Homepage are Bathurst Regional
Council (first below) which displays the full contact details in
the header and City of Greater Geelong (second below) which
provides a list of the different means to contact council.

Fig. 8 Bathurst Regional Council - Top Menu Contact Information

Fig. 9 City of Greater Geelong – Contact Information Menu Options

4. Site Search
Search has become almost default functionality for any
website in recent years. Our research shows that 92% of all
council sites in Australia have some sort of search
functionality on their Homepage. What’s more, search-based
navigation has been quickly growing in popularity among
local government.
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Search as the main element of site navigation has seen an
increase uptake from government websites because it is well
suited for sites that have a lot of content or complex
information architecture. It gives users an easy way to find
information without having to understand where within
council a certain service should fit, and it provides a quick
way to find specific information, which is what users come to
council websites for as opposed to browsing the site.
Search was measured in one of the following three tiers:

Research shows that 85% of search functionality in
Australian council websites is traditional search; while 8% of
council sites have no search functionality or search is below
the primary real-state of the Homepage. The more recent
trend of predictive/smart search has only reached 7% of local
government websites.
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Fig. 10 Search grading distribution

Consistent with the data above the averages for all States,
NSW, VIC, SA, WA, TAS, QLD and NT, fall into the second tier,
traditional search.
A great example of search-based navigation implementation
is the Yarra Ranges Shire Council website. As the image
below shows, the smart search bar is the most prominent
navigation option for the site located right at the top and
center of the Homepage.

Fig. 11 Yarra Ranges Shire Council – Smart Search Navigation

5. Live Support
Live Support is a popular term for online chat applications
designed to provide online assistance to users of a website.
Such software is commonly used to provide instant help to
visitors and as a source for real time feedback.
According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics, as of 2012,
32% of Australians had rarely or never transacted online. As
more councils start to deliver services via their websites,
helping site visitors learn how to access these services and
transact with council online should be made a priority.
Some councils are already doing this by providing
face-to-face support in council offices and libraries, however
in-website ‘Live Customer Support’ could improve uptake of
online services by providing real-time assistance to site
visitors.
Live Support measured whether the site provides visitors with
an option to get assistance on the website via online chat
with a real human during business hours.
The following three tiers were used to rank Live Support
functionality:
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Fig. 12 Live Support grading distribution

All State averages ranked in the third tier (Fail) as it is very
unlikely for council sites to have online chat functionality at
this point in time.
A good example of Live Support functionality is the City of
Kingston Council site. The chat is managed by an agent from
the customer service team and is online 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM.
When the agent is online a chat window will pop up asking
the users if they need any help. When the agent is offline,
they will receive all inquiries via email. On average, City of
Kingston responds to between 45 and 55 inquiries per day.

The vast majority of Australian councils (98%) do not have
Live Support functionality on their Homepage. Only 1% of
councils provide Live Support on their Homepage but
customer service agents were not present, and another 1%
offers Live Support where a customer service representative
was present during business hours.

Fig. 13 Kingston City Council – Live Support Chat

6. Social Media
Social media is defined by the Australian Centre for
Excellence in Local Government (ACELG) as any tool or service
that uses the internet to facilitate conversations and
connections between friends, peers, influencers and
collaborators to share knowledge, experiences, opinions,
news and insights. It can involve the use of words, pictures,
video, chat or audio.
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Much has been written on the benefits of using social media
as part of the communications mix. Amongst the most
important for government are the opportunity to improve
engagement with the community, to improve service delivery,
to collect feedback and most recently, as part of the open
government initiative, to be more open and transparent in its
interactions with the public.
The three levels used to measure social media were
determined by the number of social media channels linked to
the Homepage:

The results still show a surprisingly high percentage of
councils that do not show any social media links on their site
Homepage (53%). On the positive side more and more
councils (17%) are starting to diversify their presence in other
social media besides Facebook & Twitter, with Youtube being
the most common third option; while still 30% of councils
only show links to Facebook & Twitter accounts on their
Homepage.
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Fig. 14 Social Media grading distribution

The State averages are split between NT, WA, and SA which
ranked in the third tier (Fail) based on the lack of social media
links on the Homepage; and VIC, NSW, QLD and TAS ranked
on the second tier (Pass) which means council in these States
are likely to have Facebook and Twitter links on the
Homepage.
A good example of a council which has embraced the use of
social media to engage with their customers is the City of
Salisbury. They actively participate in several social media
channels such as Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, YouTube and even
have a great presence on Pinterest (shown below).

Fig. 15 City of Salisbury – Pinterest Board

7. Central Navigation
Site navigation is defined as the menu or bar that helps
visitors move from one page to another. It is closely linked
with the Information Architecture of your site, which enables
users to find information and services simply, quickly and
intuitively.
Research from the Nielsen Norman Group has shown that
users scan the content of a web page first horizontally at the
top and then down on the left hand side of the page. Thus, it
is best practice to have the navigation menu display
horizontal at the top of the Homepage to improve usability
and readability of the page.
Central navigation, which is a clear, prominent information
path to represent it’s the primary navigation method, was
measured based on the following criteria:

The research showed very positive results with the vast
majority of council sites showing a clear top navigation menu
(78%), while another 20% uses side bar navigation instead or
had several navigation elements that made it difficult to
distinguish which one was the main method. Only 2% of all
sites reviewed did not have a clear navigation path that could
be immediatly identified.
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Fig. 16 Central navigation grading distribution

The State averages show very positive results with all States,
VIC, NSW, SA, WA, TAS, QLD and NT ranking in the first tier of
grading (Commendation).
A good example of top tasks focused navigation can be found
on the website of the City of Parramatta. The drop down mega
menu shows not only the content on that section but also the
‘most popular pages’, related services and the most relevant
contact at council.

Fig. 17 Parramatta City – Main Menu Drop Down

8. Mobile Readiness
According to IBM, in 2013 mobile (tablets and smartphones)
accounted for close to 35% of all online traffic, an overall
increase of 40% year over year. What’s more, over 60% of
Australians now own smartphones and constantly use them
to surf the web.
For local government optimising the website experience for
mobile devices is no longer a ‘nice-to-have”, it is a ‘must’.
Councils should also use mobile technology in new and
innovative ways to extend services to citizens, engage more
effectively with them, and improve agency and staff
productivity.
There are three commonly used approaches for delivering
content to mobile visitors: mobile sites, mobile aps and the
most recent responsive design. There might be a business
case for each of these options; it will depend on your
circumstances, your users, and your personal preferences.
However, responsive design has become the new accepted
standard and ‘better practice’ approach as it provides the
same level of website information and functionality for all
users regardless of the device they use to access the site. To
some degree, good responsive design also future proofs your
site for new devices coming to the market.
Mobile readiness was measured by how well a site delivers all
of its content and functionality across any device. It was
divided into the following three tiers:

The analysis shows encouraging results with 17% of all
Australian council sites now offering a responsive experience
to mobile visitors. Mobile sites on the other hand seem to be
a fading trend with only 4% participation. Nevertheless, there
is still a large portion (79%) of councils that do not offer a
tailored experience for mobile devices.
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Fig. 18 Mobile readiness grading distribution

In terms of the State averages only WA registered a Pass
ranking while all others, NT, WA, VIC, TAS, SA, QLD and NSW,
showed a majority of councils Fail on Mobile Readiness.
A really good example of responsive design is the website of
Adelaide City Council. The site seamlessly resizes to fit the
size of the screen of any device. The drop down menu
becomes hidden behind a button at the top of the site while
the rest of the content stacks in order of priority first in two
columns and then in one column as the images show below.

Fig. 19 City of Adelaide – Responsive Website

9. SEO
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is defined as the process
of maximizing the number of visitors to a particular website
by ensuring that the site appears high on the list of results
returned by a search engine.
It is particularly important for council sites not only because
it will make the main site easier to find for users but also
because it will make important content on the site easier to
find directly from a search engine.
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Fig. 20 SEO grading distribution

A free online tool, SEO Analyzer (www.seo-analyzer.org), was
used to measure sites’ SEO. This tool provides a numerical
score which works as an indicator of a site’s SEO success.
Every website starts with a score of 100, from which points
are deducted for elements that fall short of common search
engine indexing and ranking criteria.

To learn where your council ranked or request a personalised
report, please contact us.
While the average score for all councils was 68 points, one of
the councils with the highest score was City of Port Adelaide
Enfield pictured below.

The tool evaluates keyword relevancy in several elements like
text, titles and headings to determine the SEO score. We used
the name of each council (i.e. “Sutherland Council” for
www.sutherlandshire.nsw.gov.au) as the keyword.
All councils were measured by the same standard, and then
the results compared against each other to find four equal
portions of the data, also known as quartiles. By doing this
we aimed to avoid using any absolute numbers as results and
instead simply ranked each council as they compared to the
others.
These portions were used to calculate within which range
each council would fall. Thus the three tiers used to measure
SEO were:

Fig. 21 City of Port Adelaide Enfield – Highest SEO Score

10. Accessibility
Accessibility means having equal access to web-based
information and services regardless of physical or
developmental abilities or impairments. According to the
Department of Finance Web Guide (webguide.gov.au), all
government websites must be WCAG 2.0 AA accessibility
compliant by the end of 2014.
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Local government websites should be designed for the whole
of the community – not just the ones who are used to the
web. In fact, the people who most need council services are
often the ones who find them hardest to use, but almost all
councils registered accessibility errors, meaning that the
large majority of council websites are not compliant with
WCAG 2.0 standards.
Similar to SEO, we measured accessibility with two free
online tools, Wave (wave.webaim.org) and Achecker
(achecker.ca) which check the HTML of the page – not the
content – for conformance with accessibility standards.
These tools identified a number of accessibility errors on
each page, which were used to calculate the accessibility
index of each council. We compared these scores against
each other and split them into 4 equal portions or quartiles.
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Fig. 22 Accessibility grading distribution

To learn where your council ranked or request a personalised
report, please contact us.
A great example of a highly accessible site is Ku-ring Gai
Council, who from an early stage of their website redesign
engaged in an Accessibility audit of their site.

It is important to note that there are over 600 accessibility
compliance points in the WCAG 2.0 AA standard, and these
tools only evaluate a portion of them. We have made the
assumption that a councils ranking against this portion can
be an indicator of performance against all compliance points.
The quartiles were used to calculate within which range each
council would fall. Thus the three tiers used to measure
Accessibility were:

Fig. 23 Ku-ring Gai Council – Fewest Accessibility Errors

The Big Picture
The aggregated results of the research allow us to use the National averages to identify the bigger trends driving local government
websites in Australia.

Quicklinks / Most Popular Pages

Contact Information

The majority of Australian councils now offer
their visitors quick and direct access to key
tasks and services straight from the Homepage.

Consistent with previous research, Australian
councils recognise that although there is a drive
to move more transactions with council online,
there is still a big portion of visitors who come to
council’s website simply to get the details
necessary for them to contact or visit council
offices, so these details should be readily
available.

However, for many councils, there is still room to
bring this menu or listing to a more prominent
position at the top of the page.
Quicklinks should be driven by real data and
users most common needs. They should also be
kept updated based on seasonal events or
critical information that website visitors need.

Because of that, contact information is shown at
the top of the Homepage for the majority of
council sites.

Employment Information

Site Search

The majority of Australian councils recognise
the importance of having some sort of direct
access or link to the Employment information
page on the Homepage.

The majority of councils understand that search
is one of the most important navigation tools for
users; especially for council sites which tend to
be information rich.

Employment applications should be set up as
online forms that allow site visitors to submit
their job application directly online. It should
also be easy to subscribe to be notified when
there is a new opening.

New technologies like predictive or smart
search, which helps users find information even
if they are not sure which keywords to look for,
are still in early stages of adoption.
As the use of search has become common
practice, publishers need to write more
descriptive page headings and short
descriptions, so that search results listings are
more understandable and easier to read.

Live Support

Mobile Readiness

The vast majority of councils in Australia do not
provide live customer support functionality on
their sites. Australian councils have yet to
realise the cost benefits from shifting customer
interactions to online as opposed to traditional
face-to-face or phone.

The majority of Australian councils are yet to
jump on board the mobile revolution. Councils
need to recognise and understand that their
users are more and more active on mobile
devices, and looking for an optimised mobile
experience from council’s sites. It is
encouraging to see the growing trend of
responsive sites, which has already surpassed
mobile sites as a solution; we expect to see this
trend to continue growing.

There are many live chat options available and
each will offer slightly different functionality.
Some of the more common ones found were
‘Clickdesk’, ‘Zopim’ and ‘LivePerson’.

Social Media

SEO

The national average for social media shows
that the majority of Australian councils will now
have Facebook and/or Twitter accounts linked to
their Homepage. As new social media platforms
arise, councils will have to define which ones
suit them best and how can they can be used to
improve their customer’s interactions and
service satisfaction.

Many things influence the rankings of your site
on a search engine; however nothing has more
impact than good content. Quality content,
relevant page titles and short descriptions
should be a priority when publishing any new
content on your site.

To simplify social media management, councils
can output some of their website content, such
as news and events, to aggregation services
which feed into Facebook, Twitter and other
channels.

Another important thing to consider is that some
search engines such as Google, will now
penalise sites that do not offer a responsive
mobile experience. Responsive design will have
a better chance at ranking higher on Google.

Central Navigation

Accessibility

In line with usability best practices, on average
Australian councils are most likely to have a Top
Menu central navigation. However, these menus
do not always reflect user’s top tasks nor do
they use the most common keywords that could
improve SEO.

There are over 600 elements to be considered
when auditing a website for Accessibility
compliance. Many of these items have to be
manually evaluated, but others will show up in
your HTML. Using some of the free tools listed
on this report and fixing the errors they find
should take you a good way towards making
your website accessible.

With the growth of mobile and the increasing
number of mobile visitors, more consideration
should be put into the size of navigation menus.
Limiting your navigation menu to just the key
information and focusing on users’ top tasks is
an ever more important principle to follow.

How did your
council rank?
Visit our website to see how your council graded on each criteria with a
personalised report and compare your results to other councils.

www.bettercouncils.com.au

